Recent advances in twisted intramolecular charge transfer (TICT) fluorescence and related phenomena in materials chemistry
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Twisted intramolecular charge transfer (TICT) is an electron transfer process that occurs upon photoexcitation in molecules that usually consist of a donor and acceptor part linked by a single bond. Following intramolecular twisting, the TICT state returns to the ground state either through red-shifted emission or by nonradiative relaxation. The emission properties are potentially environment-dependent, which makes TICT-based fluorophores ideal sensors for solvents, (micro)viscosity, and chemical species. Recently, several TICT-based materials have been discovered to become fluorescent upon aggregation. Furthermore, various recent studies in organic optoelectronics, non-linear optics and solar energy conversions utilised the concept of TICT to modulate the electronic-state mixing and coupling on charge transfer states. This review presents a compact overview of the latest developments in TICT research, from a materials chemistry point of view.

Introduction

Photophysical properties of some fluorescent molecules are well-known to be sensitive to local steric environments. Fluorescence phenomena that involve energy transfer, partial
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charge or pure electron transfer, intermolecular proton transfer, excimer/exciplex formation and J- or H-aggregates are sometimes affected largely by, for instance, relative distance/orientation of fluorophores, conformation of individual fluorophores and their mobility. These fluorophores are not only versatile reporters for steric environments at mesoscopic to microscopic scales, but also expected to be a motif of novel functional molecules because certain steric restrictions or well-ordered arrangement of fluorophores may activate unprecedented photophysical properties.

We start from energy transfer phenomena such as Förster Resonance Energy Transfer (FRET) because these phenomena are photophysical processes generally known to researchers and are often employed in applications relevant to material and life sciences. 1 Though energy transfer processes are different from charge transfer process in terms of underlying mechanisms, they have some phenomenological aspects and potential applications in common. Electron transfer phenomena occur between electronically separated fluorophores, in which their relative distance, orientation and mobility play instrumental roles. Therefore, some of these applications include molecular dynamics measurements, e.g., interaction between molecules or conformational changes within molecules, various reporter assays, bio-imaging, boosting or directing photoluminescence in both organic molecules and inorganic nanostructures such as zinc oxide quantum dots, solar collectors, and in semiconductors such as organic light-emitting diodes (OLEDs). 1–5

FRET (Fig. 1a) involves non-radiative energy transfer from the excited state donor fluorophore to an acceptor molecule via Coulomb interaction. 6, 7 FRET relies on close donor and acceptor (D–A) proximity, scales with an inverse 6th power law, requires spectral overlap of donor emission and acceptor absorption spectra, and depends on the relative orientation of the donor emission and acceptor absorption dipole moments. Next to energy transfer between species, various other processes can also deplete the donor’s excited state, thereby changing the fluorophores’ emission characteristics. Dexter energy transfer (DET) 8 is an exchange process in which two molecules (intermolecular) or two parts of the same molecule (intramolecular) bilaterally exchange their electrons (Fig. 1b). DET requires orbital overlap between donor and acceptor and scales with an \( e^{-R_{D-A}} \) distance dependence. 8 Charge transfer processes include the aforementioned excimer and exciplex formation, 1, 9, 10 which are short-lived homodimers (excimer) or heterodimers (exciplex) of which at least one molecule is in the excited state. Such complexes occur via electrostatic attraction because of partial charge transfer between the individual entities and show red-shifted emission compared with the monomer’s emission.

While the aforementioned processes all reflect relative arrangements of fluorophores, fluorescence phenomena governed by Twisted Intramolecular Charge Transfer (TICT) involve conformations of individual fluorophore. TICT is a relatively common phenomenon in molecules that consist of a D–A (be advised that D and A in the context of charge transfer refers to electron donating or accepting groups rather than excitation energy donors or acceptors) linked by a single bond (Fig. 1c). 12 In polar environments, such fluorophores undergo fast intramolecular electron transfer from the donor to the acceptor part of the molecule. This electron transfer is accompanied by intramolecular D–A twisting around the single bond (Fig. 1c) and produces a relaxed perpendicular structure. The equilibration between a relaxed perpendicular conformer and a coplanar conformer often results in dual fluorescence, i.e., from a high energy band through relaxation of the locally excited (LE) state and from a lower energy band due to emission from the TICT state. Since the relaxation pathways can easily be modulated by substituents, local polarity and steric restrictions, the TICT process can be exploited for novel design strategies of functional molecules. Therefore, TICT fluorescence holds great promise in applications such as OLEDs, chemosensors, and photovoltaic devices. This compact review examines some of the most recent advances in TICT research from the viewpoint of materials chemistry and potential applications in life science research, biomedical imaging and diagnostics, in optoelectronic devices, and photovoltaic applications.

Fundamentals of TICT

The seminal review by Grabowski, Rotkiewicz and Rettig compiled intuitive, but insightful information and images of TICT formation, and forms an essential basis for engineering various materials that directly exploit connected D–A systems. 12 On an adiabatic energy surface of the charge transfer (CT) state of an excited D–A system, two disparate excited states exert opposite forces; the force that twists a D–A junction has an electron transfer (ET) character, whereas the force that prefers a coplanar conformation arises from mixing with a locally excited (1LE) state (Fig. 2).
The 1ET state is associated with a pair of frontier orbitals, i.e. the HOMO and LUMO where a single electron is transferred from the HOMO to the LUMO. As for D–A systems, an electron is transferred from the donor orbital (HOMO) to the acceptor orbital (LUMO) upon photoexcitation resulting in a biradicaloid pair (Fig. 2a). Frontier orbital interaction increases the excitation energy required to reach the 1ET state and consequently a perpendicular conformation minimises the excitation energy. At a perpendicular conformation, the relative energy level of the 1ET state can be approximated by subtracting the electron
affinity of an acceptor orbital from the ionisation potential of the donor orbital and thus strong donors and acceptors stabilise the 1ET state. The 1ET state is not only ubiquitously found in D–A systems but also in those with isomerisable double bonds. In contrast, mesomeric interaction between π-subsystems (Ψ₁ and Ψ₂) stabilises the 1LE state in a coplanar conformation (Fig. 2a). Resonance stabilisation and accompanying planarisation between π-subsystems is particularly prompted in the excited state; multiple interactions between whole occupied and unoccupied π-orbitals of Ψ₁ and Ψ₂ enhance the HOMO level and reduce the LUMO level resulting in a lower 1LE level. These competing two forces divide the 1CT surface to generate either single or multiple minima (Fig. 2b). When the ET character of 1CT outweighs the LE character of S₁, the 1CT minimum distinctly becomes a TICT state.

The relatively simple concept that governs TICT opens up a myriad of possibilities for designing novel functional molecules; the competition between LE and ET character of 1CT can easily be manipulated by adjusting several factors, including steric restrictions, polarity environments, and D–A efficacy and strength. It is the sensitivity towards conformation and the surrounding environment that makes D–A systems attractive for various applications. For example, the introduction of steric hindrances such as an alkyl group at the ortho-position of the D–A junction deforms the 1CT surface to locate its minima at a severely twisted conformation (Fig. 2c). In this conformation, the 1LE state is too destabilised to mix efficiently with the 1ET state and therefore, the 1CT minimum becomes a highly twisted and polarised state (i.e. TICT state). On the other hand, when a steric restriction such as a carbon bridge between a donor and an acceptor forces the D–A junction to be coplanar, the 1LE state is sufficiently stabilised so that the 1CT minimum is governed by 1LE character (i.e. coplanar ICT state, Fig. 2d). The polarity of the surrounding environment brings about similar effects with regard to 1ET–1LE mixing and such a polarity effect can be employed to design fluorescent agents for environmental sensing.

**Sensing environmental polarity**

Because a stronger ET character translates into a more pronounced charge separation, TICT conformations are distinctly induced in polar environments and by substitution of strong donors and acceptors. For example, Nagano and co-workers developed a library of boron-dipyrromethene (BODIPY)-based environmental polarity sensors (1) (Fig. 3), whose donors, when the polarity of an environment surpasses a particular ON/OFF threshold, quench the LE fluorescence of BODIPY via electron-transfer reactions.¹³ The BODIPY core is generally only moderately sensitive to environmental changes.¹⁴ Transitions from fluorescent, but less polarised states dominated by LE states, to non-fluorescent and highly polarised TICT states are also driven by the introduction of steric restrictions; the so-called “pretwisting”. Since the transition dipole moment of the 1LE state of BODIPY and polarisation of the 1ET state of (1) are perpendicular to each other, 1ET–1LE mixing does
not affect 1LE fluorescence of BODIPY just before the ON/OFF threshold. Exploiting this principle, excited-state dipole moments and the resultant solvatochromisms – the ability to change color in response to changes in solvent polarity – of push–pull biphenyls (2) were modulated simply by imposing torsional restrictions.15 When a LE state cannot be mixed with a 1ET (or 1CT) state for symmetry reasons, the 1LE–1CT interconversion results in fluorescence properties that are highly sensitive to steric environments, i.e., aggregation and rigidification of media, which we recently exemplified in the push–pull binaphthyl (3) shown in Fig. 3.16 However, it is worth mentioning that TICT formations do not always impose weak fluorescence. As comprehensively reviewed by Grabowski et al.,12,17 if the structural relaxation of excited states involves more than one bond simultaneously, the resulting TICT states may acquire sizable fluorescence quantum yields.18 Recently, Yamaguchi’s group reported a striking example of this phenomenon in N-borylated 2,5-diarylpyrroles (4).19 Similarly, we applied this concept by extending the π-conjugation of the widely used dopant for organic light emitting diodes (OLED), 9,10-bis(N,N-dialkylamino)anthracene (5); distortion of the donor (N,N-dialkylamine) plane destabilises the 1ET state and the resultant mixing with the LE state enhances the oscillator strength of S0 ← 1CT fluorescence.20

As mentioned above, torsional restrictions in D–A systems enable precise control over the proportion of the LE and ET character of the D–A system. Therefore, the pretwisting strategy must be effective when designing solvatochromic probes15,21 and photoinduced electron transfer (PET) sensors,22 in spite of the limited number of reports.

**Sensing microenvironmental viscosity**

Depending on the proportion of ET and LE character, directly connected D–A systems drastically change their fluorescence emission wavelengths, quantum yields, lifetimes, and spectral shapes. These dynamic characteristics are highly useful for fluorescence imaging of microenvironmental viscosity, especially in biological systems. The particular class of TICT-active fluorophores called “molecular rotors” can enhance their fluorescence intensity in sterically restricted environments such as viscous media.23 Viscous environments make TICT-active fluorophores unable to overcome potential barriers against 1LE–TICT interconversions or, in some cases, viscosity hampers internal conversion from the TICT state. Representative molecular rotors (Fig. 3) are 9-[2-carboxy-2-cyanovinyl]julolidine (6) and its analogues,24,25 whose versatilities have been demonstrated not only in molecular biology, such as in peptide–protein interaction studies,26 imaging intracellular microviscosity,27 and amyloid deposit research,28 but also in polymer science,29 contact mechanics,30 and fluid dynamics.31 Thioflavin-T (7) is a well-known TICT-based molecular rotor used in in vitro cell biological and biomedical assays, in particular in drug discovery assays and mechanistic studies with respect to amyloid-related neurodegenerative diseases.32 Though there are other emerging molecular rotors, such as α-cyanostilbene derivatives (8)33 and various PET probes,34 we cannot cover the numerous articles on molecular rotors here, and therefore, we refer the reader to more specialised reviews on molecular rotors.23,24,31,35,36

**Sensing chemical species**

The presence of specific chemical species can also be visualised with TICT-active fluorophores such as Rhodamine B (Fig. 4a) and normally exhibits weak fluorescence due to TICT formation, as exemplified in the micrograph of Fig. 4b. However, in the presence of Fe2+ ions, this N-oxide moiety in RhoNox-1 (9) is selectively reduced to yield highly fluorescent Rhodamine B (Fig. 4c). Hirayama et al. determined that the observed fluorescence intensity enhancement directly correlated with the concentration of Fe2+ ions, whilst treatment with various reactive oxygen species did not significantly enhance RhoNox-1’s fluorescence.

In another approach, Xie and co-workers developed “turn-on” CN− probes (10a–c; Fig. 5a) by introducing dicyanovinyl units at sterically demanding positions of large π frameworks, thereby forcing the moieties to twist out of the anthryl plane.38 On such a highly pretwisted D–A system, the ET character becomes dominant and the system’s fluorescence is severely quenched through TICT formation (Fig. 2c). Nucleophilic addition of CN− to dicyanovinyl groups disables their electron-accepting abilities, and fluorescence is thus drastically and concentration-dependently enhanced (Fig. 5b). In these “turn-on” type fluorescent probes, the strength of either donors or acceptors is determined through chemical reaction with the analyte. Similar strategies, by combining bulky diphenylamine and 9-anthryl units or in a system through H-bonding and charging of aromatic building blocks, have also been adopted in the development of hydrazine (H3NHNH2) sensing probes.39,40

Nakamura and co-workers adopted a significantly different approach to detect specific chemical species. They discovered that anthracene anilide derivatives undergo fluorescence quenching via TICT formation, which can partially be suppressed in the presence of alkaline-earth-metal ions.41 To amplify the sensitivity of anthracene anilides, two anthracene anilides were connected with a linear polyether ((11; Fig. 5c) in order to fixate its conformation and suppress torsional motion around the Ph–NH–CO– bond axis upon complexation with metal ions. As a consequence, (11) exhibited a 50–70-fold increase in its fluorescence intensity by the addition of Ca2+, Sr2+ or Ba2+ ions.42 This strategy, wherein complexation prevents TICT formation by imposing steric restriction, is also effective for the detection of neutral molecules such as surfactants.43

**Aggregation-induced emission luminogens**

Aggregation-induced emission (AIE) luminogens (AIEgens) are a class of fluorophores that display subtle fluorescence when dissolved in good solvents as molecules, but become highly fluorescent when clustered in poor solvents or in solid state as
aggregates. Since AIEgens were expected to be promising materials for optoelectronic and bioimaging applications, there has been a vast amount of relevant research, as compiled and comprehensively discussed in recent reviews.44–46 Therefore, in the current review, we will only discuss AIE from the viewpoint of TICT research.

Typically, AIE phenomena are predominantly caused by restriction of intramolecular motions (RIM) accompanied by aggregation. Intramolecular motions are also decisive in the photophysics of TICT-active fluorophores; the proportion of LE and ET character at S1 (global or local) minima, potential barriers against LE-TICT interconversions, and non-radiative transition rates of TICT states are all governed by steric environments around fluorophores.12 Consequently, TICT-active fluorophores are ideal candidates for the development of unique AIEgens with exceptional properties (Fig. 6). In fact, tetraphenylethene (TPE; (12)), one of the most famous AIEgen, 47 is known to undergo TICT formation in an excited state.12,48,49 As mentioned in the previous section, stilbene analogues, such as TPE, often possess strong ET character on their excited state.12 Taking ethylene as the simplest example, its S1 is a weakly polarized p–p* state in a coplanar conformation, whereas in a perpendicular conformation, S1 becomes a p→p orbital electron-transfer (1ET) state, whose excitation energy is equal only to an electronic repulsion experienced by occupying the same orbital. Hence, the excited state of ethylene prefers to be a twisted50 and strongly polarized51 1ET state. Similarly, when mixing with the 1LE state (or mesomeric interaction between p-subsystems) is ignored and only HOMO–LUMO interaction determines the structure of S1, molecules based on isomerisable double bonds, in principle, should undergo the TICT process. Since mixing from the 1LE state should be weak on the propeller-shaped TPE (12), it is reasonable for TPE to be TICT active. Interestingly, when two phenyl rings of TPE are bridged by ether bonds retaining the C–C bond can freely rotate, the bridged TPE recovers strong fluorescence even in solution state, which implies that the coplanar structure enhances mixing with the 1LE state and thus hampered TICT formation occurs.52 So far, many AIEgens have been designed based on stilbene structures, as exemplified by a-cyanostilbene derivatives (8),33,53–55 triphenylethene carbazole derivatives (13),56 and distyrylanthracene derivatives (14).57 Recently, we developed a novel AIE luminogen (15) based on a simple bis-(piperidyl)anthracene structure, but which features unprecedented brightness and is highly pretwisted around D–π junctions.58

TICT-active D–A systems also sometimes exhibit AIE and, as mentioned previously, D–A systems based on BODIPY (1) are non-fluorescent in polar environments due to TICT formation, but recover their fluorescence intensity upon aggregation.59 Such a combination of polarity-reduced emissions and AIE was also discovered in push–pull binaphthyl (3) and barbituric acid-functionalised tetraphenylethene derivatives ((16); TPE-HPh-Bar; Fig. 7), and revealed to be useful as optical waveguides.60 TPE-HPh-Bar shows a bright yellow emission at 545 nm upon UV excitation (Fig. 7a), which is quenched above a water (poor solvent) fraction of 60%. Due to the increased solvent polarity, an intensity-reduced (see also Fig. 7b) and red-shifted emission
Fig. 5 (a) Chemical structures of "turn-on" CN probes with various functional groups (10a–10c). (b) Fluorescence emission of 40 μM of compounds 10a–c under UV excitation with a portable lamp in the absence and presence of 3 eq. CN. Right: Fluorescence changes upon addition of CN to 10c (20 μM, λ<sub>ex </sub>= 395 nm) in CH<sub>2</sub>Cl<sub>2</sub>. (c) Proposed structural change of N,N-[(ethylenedioxybis(3-oxapentamethyleneoxy-2-phenyl))-bis(1-anthracenecarboxamide) in response to metal ions in the ground state. Adapted from ref. 38, 42 with permission from the Royal Society of Chemistry (c) 2013 and the Japan Society for Analytical Chemistry (c) 2009.

Fig. 6 Chemical structures of aggregation-induced emission (AIE) active dyes that utilise twisted intramolecular charge transfer (TICT): (12) tetraphenylethene; (13) 9-(4-(1,2-bis[4-(9H-carbazol-9-yl)phenyl]ethenyl)phenyl)-9H-carbazole; (14) 9,10-distyrylanthracene (DSA); (15) 9,10-bis(piperidyl)anthracene (9,10-BPA).
is observed. Above 60%, significant aggregation occurs and the AIE effect dominates the TICT effect with the consequence that the emission rises again (Fig. 7b). It is also noteworthy to mention that several AIEgens based on strong D–A systems, which are presumably TICT-active, have been reported to change their fluorescence properties upon external stimuli such as the exertion of external forces.61,62 These results imply that TICT-active molecules may potentially find applications in the field of fluorescence mechanochromism.

Organic light emitting diodes

The competition between LE character and ET character plays an instrumental role in tuning the electronic structure of dopants. In organic light-emitting diodes (OLED), the recombination of injected holes and electrons produces a so-called charge-transfer (CT) exciton, which decays to generate one photon directly, or relaxes to a low-lying and highly emissive locally excited (LE) exciton. To fully utilise both LE and CT excitons, Ma and co-workers designed a low-lying and highly emissive locally excited (LE) exciton. To realise this, they introduced a D–A junction at the aryl–aryl effectively destabilises 1LE and 3LE states. Thus, the strongly mixed state, where the energy levels of LE and CT excitons are closely arranged, is called “hybridised local and charge transfer” (HLCT) state; an important strategy to enhance the electroluminescence efficiencies of OLEDs (Fig. 9a).64,65

Electrons and holes possess degrees of freedom not only in orbitals, but also in their spin. Thus, to maximise the quantum efficiency of OLEDs, 25% of singlet excitons and 75% of triplet excitons, generated by arbitrary recombination of carriers, must be utilised as either fluorescence or phosphorescence. Thermally activated delayed fluorescence (TADF) paves the way for solving the problem;66 highly pretwisted D–A systems minimise 1CT–3CT energy gaps due to the absence of electron-exchange interactions. Initially populated 3CT excitons are thus rapidly converted to their singlet counterparts. Therefore, TADF is compatible with TICT-active fluorophores. For example, p-TPA-3TPE-p-PhCN (18), which achieved high external quantum efficiency over its theoretical value when employing the TADF strategy, exhibited weak fluorescence in solution due to TICT formation and was highly emissive in the solid state.67 Recently fluorophores displaying both TADF and AIE were intensively investigated.68,69 Utilising long-wavelength fluorescence of TICT states, colour tuning of TADF emitters were demonstrated on phenoxazine-substituted triphenyl-1,3,5-triazines (19).70

Recently, Adachi et al. achieved fast and efficient blue TADF based on engineering of LE and CT states.4 Since 1CT and 3CT corresponding to blue emissions lie at relatively high energy levels, the lowest triplet state (T1) tends to become a 3LE state and hamper reverse intersystem crossing from 3CT. To solve the problem of blue TADF, they arranged pretwisted D–A junctions at appropriate positions (20) in order to destabilise the 3LE state (Fig. 9b). Taking Fig. 2a as an example, there are many D–A junctions (e.g. N-aryl, aryl–aryl, and aryl-C (formyl) bonds) but only the torsion at the aryl–aryl effectively destabilises 1LE and 3LE states. Thus, the 1LE state of DMAC-DPS (20) was proximal to the 3CT and 1CT states and underwent fast TADF. As a result, the device with (20) offered external quantum efficiencies of up to 19.5%.

Nonlinear optics

Recently, progress in nonlinear optics (NLO) revitalised TICT research. It may sound strange that TICT states, which are formed in excited-state adiabatic reactions, affect NLO properties.
However, on highly pretwisted D–A systems, TICT-like states unquestionably exist with near-zero oscillator strengths and consequently affect NLO properties. In 1998, Ratner and co-workers theoretically predicted that highly twisted, but non-perpendicular, D–A systems would exhibit extraordinarily large second-order hyperpolarisabilities due to their minimal LE characters in S1 and large changes in dipole moments induced by photoexcitations.71 This theoretical research had a significant impact on design strategies for NLO materials, because at that time conventional dogma dictated that planar, rigid, and large π-systems were desirable. These nearly perpendicular D–A systems, especially with zwitterionic structures, were named TICTOID chromophores. In 2005, Marks et al. first reported the synthesis of a TICTOID-type dye, i.e., ‘twisted π-electron system molecular chromophore’ TMC-2 ((Fig. 10).72 TMC-2 displayed exceptional second-order hyperpolarisability β and electrooptical (EO) response, far surpassing those of existing dyes (\(\mu\beta = -488 \times 10^{-48}\) esu).72,73 Furthermore, TMC-2

![Fig. 8](https://example.com/fig8.jpg) Examples of compounds used in organic light emitting diodes (OLED) whose function is based on twisted intramolecular charge transfer (TICT): (17) N,N-diphenyl-4’-(1-phenyl-1H-phenanthro[9,10-d]imidazol-2-yl)biphenyl-4-amine (TPA-PPI); (18) 4-[4-(-1E)-2-(4-[4-(diphenyl-amino)-phenyl]-2-phenylethyl)]phenyl]benzonitrile (p-TPA-3TPE-p-PhCN); (19) 2,4,6-tri-[10H-phenoixazin-10H-yl(phenyl)-1,3,5-triazine (tri-PXZ-TRZ); (20) bis[4-(9,9-dimethyl-9,10-dihydroacridine)phenyl]sulfone (DMAC-DPS).

![Fig. 9](https://example.com/fig9.jpg) (a) Conceptual illustration of the three possible local excited (LE) and charge transfer (CT) state energy levels in donor–acceptor (D–A) molecules, i.e., emission from CT, LE, and HLCT (hybridised local and charge transfer) states. (b) Energy levels of PPZ–4TPT (4-[4-(5-phenyl-5,10-dihydrophenazine)phenyl]-3,5-diphenyl-1,2,4-triazole) and DMAC–DPS (bis[4-(9,9-dimethyl-9,10-dihydroacridine)phenyl]sulfone) calculated in toluene. F, fluorescence; P, phosphorescence; GS, ground state; IC, internal conversion; RIC, reverse internal conversion; ISC, intersystem crossing; RISC, reverse intersystem crossing. Adapted from ref. 4, 64 with permission from Macmillan Publishers Ltd: Nature Photonics and Wiley-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA ©2014.
was also shown to possess large third-order hyperpolarisability \( \gamma \) only in real part, equivalent to the nonlinear refractive index.\(^7^4\) The effectiveness of TICTOID dyes is further demonstrated in various molecules, such as cyanine-TICTOID dyads (22)\(^7^5\) and push–pull biphenyls (23).\(^7^6\)

### Solar energy conversion with twisted D–A systems

To collect and store solar energy in a stable form, a pair of charges generated by photoexcitation must be collected at electrodes or stored through formation of chemical bonds. Not surprisingly, the long lifetime of photoexcited states enabled by charge separation or triplet state generation plays an instrumental role in solar energy conversions. Typically, charge separations are studied in D–A systems in which the donor and acceptor are separated by an insulating bridge or spacer.

Parallel with research and developments in the TICT field, charge separation and transport dynamics were increasingly being studied; also in directly bonded D–A systems. Wasielewski and collaborators examined charge separation dynamics in several twisted D–A systems in which the donor and acceptor were directly bonded or connected by conjugating bridges. As a result, it was discovered that locally excited triplet states could efficiently be generated by charge recombination from highly twisted D–A pairs such as (24)\(^7^7\) and (25),\(^7^8\) as schematically depicted in Fig. 11.

Fukuzumi and co-workers realised efficient generation of a long-lived charge-separation (CS) state with a singly bonded D–A pair, i.e., 9-mesityl-10-methylacridinium (Acr+–Mes; (26)). Severe steric hindrance in Acr+–Mes made the ET character advantageous, and thereby Acr+–Mes kept its perpendicular conformation even in the excited state.\(^7^9\) Furthermore, Acr+–Mes was shown to be active in several photocatalytic reactions.\(^8^0,8^1\) For instance, Acr+–Mes acts as an efficient photocatalyst in the selective bromination of aromatic hydrocarbons such as 1,2,4-trimethoxybenzene (TMB), with aqueous HBr as a Br source and O\(_2\) as an oxidant under visible light irradiation according to:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{CH}_3\text{O} & + \text{Br}^- + \text{O}_2 \xrightarrow{\text{hv}} \text{CH}_3\text{O} & + 2\text{HBr} \quad \text{(1)}
\end{align*}
\]

This photocatalytic bromination reaction was shown to proceed as schematically depicted in Fig. 12: (i) intramolecular photoinduced electron transfer from Mes to the singlet excited (SE) state of Acr+ (Acr+–Mes); (ii) Electron transfer from TMB to Mesc (Acr+–Mesc) and from the Acr+ moiety to O\(_2\) + H\(^+\) produces HO\(_2\). This reaction regenerates Acr+–Mes and the catalytic cycle for Acr+–Mes is at this point complete. (iii) The resulting TMB radical cation is able to react with Br\(^-\) to form a Br–adduct radical, which undergoes dehydrogenation with HO\(_2\) to yield brominated TMB and H\(_2\)O. (iv) However, H\(_2\)O\(_2\) is able to react with HBr and TMB to yield yet another brominated TMB + H\(_2\)O (Fig. 12).
Conclusions

The foregoing examples have illustrated how researchers with various backgrounds have utilised the TICT phenomenon for purposes ranging from reporter assays and bioimaging to energy harvesting and display/lighting techniques. These examples also illustrate the strength of TICT, namely its tunability when donor, acceptor, and pendant groups are cleverly engineered. Such application-driven chemistry can only be performed well if the basic photophysical properties of TICT are sufficiently understood, as well as their relation to molecular structure. In this sense, TICT has matured significantly thanks to the large number of spectroscopic and theoretical studies that have been performed over the past decades. Nonetheless, from the perspective of materials chemistry, resolving a number of uncertainties would benefit the robustness of design strategies. For instance, in several molecular structures, the extent of pretwisting required to form the TICT state is unclear, data on excited-state CT equilibria are still incomplete due to the difficulty of discerning excited-state species from fluorescence spectra, the influence and contribution of other transfer effects such as exciplexes remains unclear, and various isomeric substitution effects have not yet been fully elucidated. Furthermore, a pile of theoretical insights accumulated so far have not yet been fully translated into design strategies for novel fluorophores. Therefore, it is important for TICT researchers both from material science and chemical physics to cooperate to fill these gaps for the benefit of developing novel fluorophores. Nonetheless, despite all this and the fact that numerous examples of TICT over a wide range of applications exist, it is comforting to know that only a relatively small number of design principles are involved. The future for TICT is bright!
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